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--SUMMER OLYMPIGS--
BRINGING HOME THE GOLD

The Summer Olympigs has made many heroes for many countries. For gold, silver and bronze the athletes spent many agonizing hours preparing for the ultimate test.

The proudest moment came when three old records fell to the new breed of athletes. These gold medal winners can take special pride in their accomplishments.

Dale Fin took the gold in the verbal mud slinging event. Dale faced 26 hours of verbal abuse without a tear.

Kial Ody won the Fence Hopping at a height of 3 feet 12.5 inches. Kial later broke his leg attempting the record of 4 feet.

The Woman's Tractor Pulling event went to Ela Fant. Her pull of a John Deer for 8 miles was an amazing feat that will not soon be repeated.

Our proudest moment came when Don Key won the gold and broke the record for the 20 meter Canon Ball. Don's dive created a water spout 22.14 meters high and emptied the pool of 284 gallons.

MOVIES IN REVIEW
"LIVE AND LET FRY"

James Barn, secret agent 770, is at his chilling best in this spy thriller.

After finding out where James gets all those wonderful little toys, the evil Dr. Hogsnot kidnaps Cube and tricks him into telling all. You know this means trouble for James as he stands outside Hogsnot's Fried Pork Rhine Factory.

Can James save Cube before Hogsnot lowers him into the boiling vat of lard? I recommend paying the price of admission to see the outcome of this adventure.

SECRET CULT EXPOSED

The Ancient cult of worshipers of Pegasus, the winged pig, has been revived.

The worshipers believe that Pegasus is responsible for the weather and brings gifts from the sky.

Prospective members are asked to jump from a cliff. If Pegasus wants them as members, he will swoop down and save them from the fall. True believers have been hard to find for interviews.

ANT FARM MEMBERS BECOME CHEEP LABOR

Thousands of migrant workers are in fear of loosing their livelihood as ant farms become profitable.

Once trained, ants can plow, plant and harvest the crops with little or no supervision. Although the initial cost is high, most farmers feel that the payback period will be short.

As things stand now, migrant workers will still be needed to hitch the millions of ants to the little plows.

THE COWS CAME HOME

This has been a public service announcement from the editors of the Porkard Report.